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Did The Dark State Create Harvey?

2017-09-10 07:21:27 By Mahatma Muhjesbude

Experts agree that Harvey was NOT your grand-daddy’s typical Hurricane.

This mega mystery storm has meteorologists unnerved as to its strange formation and inexplicable,
atypical pattern behavior which inspired some reporters like one from the New York Times to write an
article entitled "Harvey, The Storm That Humans Helped Cause".

An agenda based commentary derived from certain points of view from the global warming activists.
But the article is a focus on the point that represents an important reality that too many of us are still
apathetic about.

Something bad IS definitely happening to our atmospheric environment that is NOT natural and far
from normal.

But some of us know the terrifying truth. It is important to start to prepare yourself because it’s not
what you think, and new shocking evidence indicates that "Frankenstein" weather might be here to
stay…

It All Started With God

Ever since the Almighty wiped out his creation of flawed disobedient humans with horrendous floods,
weather manipulation was always a smoldering ember in the souls of following generations of even
more flawed people who eventually desired to get around to playing god, themselves.

Weather manipulation became serious business after aircraft were invented and science had a better
comprehension of the physics and chemistry of our atmosphere. After all, rain was essential to
everyday life and prosperity.

Indian rain dances and praying were one thing, and shooting fireworks into the sky to stimulate the
thunder gods for rain was another, but good old hard scientific genius always comes through if you’re
persistent and have enough money.

The dark state powers took a great interest in weather manipulation. They saw GeoEngineering as a
means to expand and sustain their growing world power base through its proprietary agenda based
exploitation.

 

This smart device will help you slash an excess of 70% off your power bill overnight…

 

Weaponizing the Weather!

In WWII, Weather was a major battlefield factor. Had the allies or the enemy benefitted from satellite
weather observations like we have today, the entire course of the war may have been different.
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In Viet Nam heavy Monsoon clouds drifted over the country for weeks at a time. If they were to
suddenly ‘dump their load’ at the time the enemy was bringing supplies down the Ho Chi Minh trail
there would be major damage to their efforts because the trail would be so muddy that every soldier
and piece of equipment would get irretrievably stuck and be sitting ducks for air strikes.

So the military tried something called "cloud seeding" on the trails to help make it rain just at the
right time and place. Weather Weaponization science has been around a long time.

But nevermind warfare, what about weather as civilian population controls?

What if the people someday had enough of totalitarian rule and planned mass disruptive
anti-government demonstrations to exercise their constitutional mandate to demand physical
removal of the current regime and restore the Constitution? But the mass rallies were…CANCELED,
due to extremely inclement weather? Because it was so dangerously cold, wet, and stormy you
couldn’t even stand outside and hear yourself protest!

That would be far better than water cannons, tear gas, sound frequency devices, or frying your skin
microwave weapons for crowd control. And you wouldn’t have to endanger your riot police or pay
them overtime?

Fast forward to 2017 and ‘we’ve come a long way, Baby’ when it comes to weather manipulation.

We all know by now that about the only thing the government does well anymore is lying to the
public. This is why most people don’t know about how advanced weather manipulation science has
become. Serious details of it stay out of public reach under sanitation cover of military black projects.

And we finally realize that anytime government PTB gets an opportunity to politicize scientific
technology to further their proprietary power agendas, they take full advantage and lie through their
teeth about it.

Like the CIA recently saying to Congress "No, we don’t spy on our Citizens with NSA computer
surveillance technology"…all the while collecting everything you privately say and do online and
everywhere else,and storing it for future government ‘necessity’.

Even the FBI (no surprise there) lied to Representative Chavett’s face in a hearing not long ago about
not maintaining a facial recognition base of all citizens! It looks like weather manipulation now might
be fitting into the overall totalitarian program.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oqi4dCnrJAc

Video first seen on WeatherWar101.

The Great "Climate Change" Hoax

Notice I didn’t say global warming? That’s because we’re really not talking about that as a cause of
anything of the magnitude we all may be in direct catastrophic experience of sooner than we want to
believe. Even "climate change" is technically not adequate because all weather, by definition, IS
climate change in and of itself, in its perpetual dynamics.

But pay attention closely now. The environmentalists and global warming proponents tend to believe
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that humans are a huge cause of our radically changing environments, particularly the alleged
deleterious carbon "warming" of our average normal environment, thus the notion "global warming"
which, by the way, is not supported by all scientists.

There’s an ongoing debate in the science community that if there really IS a climate situation where
the average world temperature is warming up so rapidly that soon you’d be able to fry an egg on the
top of your bald head, you should get huge amounts of verified scientific studies and comparisons
and analysis to prove that beyond any doubt.

But that is simply not happening. Melting ice caps are a specious indicator because there’s a constant
fluctuation in melting and freezing with glaciers over time in different regions.

While there are weather/climate events around the world that seem to be extreme, these are mostly
isolated incidents in the bigger picture. And maybe something more insidious as we are starting to
learn.

And one side of the scientific community claims to have proof that there’s barely any minor elevation
of any significance in the world average temperature if you compare all the past data over the years?
Which could just as easily lean back toward global cooling at some future time in the greater cosmic
schema, given enough time.

As far as specific human cause examples sometimes affecting weather in certain parts of the world,
this is correct to some extent.

Giant oil spills and heavy pollutions do have some effects on the relative environment, but these are
not expanded enough to represent a major global change. And damages occur in specific local areas.
Which can be cleaned and managed. While the rest of the world barely blinks.

Of course humans should always tread lightly when the risk of carelessly damaging our natural
environment exists, but this planet has endured tens of thousands of years of humans and their
destructive habits and barely frowned. It would take an unbelievable amount of human intervention
to destroy the Earth.

And stupid humans who even try anything usually get a severe lesson in humility right up front. Ma
Nature takes no prisoners. Most of our species would likely be extincted first, if we tried too hard to
destroy the climate. Which leads us into the real deal here…

Know This or Die

Even if you don’t believe in global warming as a result of greenhouse gasses as the cause of anything,
most of us would stipulate at least to some increase in adverse climate change. And, naturally (pun
intended) the PTB want you to believe that.

All of us to some degree understand that orbit distances around the sun and the sun’s activity along
with the Earth’s own roiling ocean currents, continental plate movements and volcanic disruption
account for slow but often very different climate changes around the world.

But these take place gradually in the Earth’s greater time schema and eventually return to an average.
And that’s how they hide their sinister agenda from you. The literally hide the details and
manifestations of their GeoEngineering experiments in the clouds so nothing can easily be
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determined at first glance, especially if it remains secret military business.

When they sometimes get busted out, like in the videos here, with obvious outside proof of serious
chemtrailing activities, HAARP, and weather systems far too suspicious to be normal, they quickly
dismiss any nefarious content by making unverifiable statements like "oh, don’t worry about that", it’s
just some science experiments in Solar Radiation Management to help keep environment from
getting too hot.

This creates the illusion that the government is trying to help make the nasty old climate changes
more user friendly for the folks.

And "naturally", we buy it like bacon and eggs at Sunday church brunch. Never accepting the fact that
these lies couldn’t be farther from the truth. And that the death and destruction from radical weather
changes is caused by THEM. That THEY are CAUSING the deleterious climate change with their
intentional weather control experiments!

And if there IS any kind of general global warming anywhere, THEY are causing that, as well.

Will Trump "Weather" the Storm?

The political writing is on the wall with Trump’s insider government deep state enemies.

Anybody who can’t see that just doesn’t have their glasses on, or doesn’t care. He’s not part of their
karma club. He doesn’t flow with the status quo. He’s gotta go!

The interesting coincidence is that if the deep state needed something huge to take down Trump’s
presidency with, outside of the constant barrages of agenda based criminal investigations and fake
news media attacks nitpicking and distracting his efficacy as POTUS, you couldn’t get a better tailor
made event than a massive natural disaster.

This kind of event puts immense pressure on the administration and tests the endurance of the
nation’s already strained nerves by causing a level of devastation that will usher in everything from
draining Federal emergency disaster funds and requiring untold billions more to even start a clean
up.

In the meantime, hundreds of thousands of intrepid Texans brave everything from food and clean
water shortages to disease outbreaks to insurance companies refusing to pay, to even huge alligators
loose in the vast new instant neighborhood swamplands! And there’s no end in sight to the
multiplying problems and domino effects.

This storm completely upended this administration’s Make America Great Again (MAGA) platform.
Trump already is forced to equivocate on previous issues he strongly supported like funding for the
Border Wall and other financial changes his administration promised in view of the coming debt
ceiling votes.

But now he’s challenged with out of control complications that could easily bring down any president,
and certainly a vulnerable one like Trump already is?

Another coincidence is the area in which Harvey decided to hunker down and replicate the great
flood. Because it’s no coincidence that Texas was the brass knuckles in a political bar room brawl for
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the election. And it was the Texas electoral college that provided the tipping point for Trump’s
election?

If Trump makes one screw up in the Harvey relief effort--which will be greatly hoped for and
facilitated by his enemies—during the process of the salvation of Texas, now, his future chances for
winning his favorite vote state again are ‘Gone Girl’.

And the Leftist mainstream media will circle like voracious vultures to pick the bones of every single
problem with the Harvey Recovery right up until Trump either quits from frustration or loses in 2020.

Also, Texas was the one state that always represented a thorn in dark state totalitarian agenda. They
always thought they could take on any Federal government jackbooting by simply seceding from the
Union if they had to. After all, they were bigger than several countries in the world. And they have
self-reliant resources to where they could easily survive and even thrive without Federal association in
their own sovereign, global economy?

But they certainly can’t thrive and are barely surviving now! In this unholy abyss of destruction and
economic devastation. Which will be hurting Texas for years to come. No chance for any delusions of
secession in the foreseeable future.

Those of us predisposed to intransigent denial might say “You can’t be serious, no government, not
even an evil deep state totalitarian regime would risk their own innocent civilians’ lives by
intentionally creating a dangerous weather environment to ensure future political success for their
agenda?”

Oh really? You think that secret shadow governments who allow Big Pharma to inject deadly poisons
for profits into millions of our bodies from cradle to the grave in the form of mandatory vaccinations,
or send tens of thousands of our nation’s best and brightest young people to worthless foreign
countries to bleed and die or come back mutilated beyond repair would care at all about relatively
"minor" human storm casualties and misery by comparison?

Or let that ridiculous notion of "the value of human life" interfere with their plans when they are on
the verge of creating environmental weapons systems that will make them "masters of the universe"?

Hell No! They’ll even USE humans as lab rats like they’ve often done in the past! Why not, the planet’s
getting far too overpopulated anyway?

 

Got your ‘glasses’ on yet?

There are very dark storm clouds forming on the horizon. It’s time we all should seriously start
preparing.

The Earth will survive even if humans are a "cause’"of catastrophic weather control. But most humans
won’t.

Maybe that’s the plan!
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